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Título: Pensamiento divergente y sus dimensiones: ¿de qué hablamos y
qué evaluamos?
Resumen: Este artículo analiza el papel de los procesos cognitivos subyacentes en el pensamiento divergente y los contenidos sobre los que se aplican dichos procesos (verbal y figurativo). La muestra utilizada es de 260
alumnos con edades comprendidas entre los 8 y los 15 años. Para la evaluación del pensamiento divergente, se utilizó el Test Figurativo de Pensamiento Creativo de Torrance (TTCT), y la Prueba de Imaginación Creativa
(PIC) de contenido verbal. Los resultados obtenidos sugieren que, aunque
ambas pruebas evalúen el pensamiento divergente y tengan el referencial
psicométrico de Guilford, sus puntuaciones no están significativamente correlacionadas. Los resultados de los análisis factoriales confirmatorios
muestran que el modelo que mejor explica las puntuaciones en estas pruebas refleja la existencia de dos factores autónomos que se corresponden
con cada una de las pruebas, por tanto, identificándose más con los contenidos, dominios y demandas de la tarea que con los procesos cognitivos
que tradicionalmente se consideran en la definición y medida de la creatividad.
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Introduction
Creativity is one of the psychological constructs most highly
valued in social terms, as it is considered to be the basis of
technological and social innovation, as well as human advancement (Craft, 2005; Hennessey & Amabile, 2010).
From the point of view of psychology it is understood
that creativity is the ability to produce something, which is
both new (original, unexpected) and appropriate (adjustable
in its content regarding the features of the task)- (Sternberg
& Lubart, 1995). For Sternberg and Lubart (1995), a model
which explains creativity must include internal variables of
the individual (related to intelligence, knowledge, thinking
styles, personality features) as well as contextual variables
which facilitate or prevent the expression of creativity. Other
authors, such as - Amabile (1998) and Csikmensihally (1997),
also consider creativity from a contextual point of view in
which the individual, the field (experts) and the domain interact.
Reflexion on the study of creativity and its expression has
given rise to various debates about its very nature. One of
those currently under discussion refers to the 'general vs the
specific' value of creativity. Such debate sprang, partly, as a
consequence of the impact made by the 'multiple intelligences' theory: if intelligence is 'multiple', so should creativity be(Gardner, 1995).
For the last years, empiric research –(e.g. Baer, 1996; Diakidoy & Spanoudis, 2002; Garaigordobil & Pérez, 2004;
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Abstract: This paper examines the role of latent cognitive process and the
contents of task (verbal and figural) in divergent thinking. The sample was
composed of 260 students, attending different public and semi-public
schools in the Murcia Region (Spain), with ages ranging from 8 to 15 years
old. Creativity was assessed with the Torrance Test of Creativity Thinking
(TTCT) and the Test of Creative Imagination (PIC). Results suggest that,
even though both tests are based on the psychometric approach and Guilford´s theory of creativity, their scores are not significantly correlated. Results from confirmatory factor analysis suggest two independent factors
(one for each test), more related to tasks’ demands and contents than with
the cognitive processes traditionally considered in the definition and
measurement of creativity.
Key words: creativity; divergent thinking; assessment of creativity; test of
creativity.

Han & Marvin, 2002; Runco, Dow & Smith, 2006; Silvia,
Kaufman & Pretz, 2009), has shown a tendency to support
the idea of the specificity of the creative domain, although
there are some results contradicting it, which point to the existence of a general creativity as well –(e.g. Kaufman & Baer,
2004; Mohamed, Maker, & Lubart, 2012). This has led to the
question whether the abilities required in each domain are
themselves specific or what marks the difference in creative
performance in different domains is the knowledge and the
abilities acquired through experience. The authors seem to
take this intermediate position: Thus, the 'funfair model'
proposed by Kaufman and Baer (2005) argues that creativity
is a general ability which becomes more and more specific as
a result of the demands from the concrete task domain. The
same idea is supported by - Plucker & Beghetto (2004).
According to these approaches, the specificity of creativity may not be especially given by the mental processes needed to create new ideas but by the required previous
knowledge, or by a combination of both -(Plucker & Beghetto, 2004). What has actually been proven is that an individual
may be very creative in a certain domain, such as literature,
but very little so, for instance, in music -(Baer, 1999).
Bearing in mind that creativity encompasses multiple
factors (internal and external to the individual: the field and
the domain) -(Csikmensihally, 1997; Sternberg & Lubart,
1995), if we really intend to know whether creative thinking
is specific to a certain domain (as the leading theories assume) or it is a general ability, we should concentrate on
those thinking abilities involved in creativity, i.e., divergent
thinking.
The scientific approach to the assessment of creative
thinking is based on an operational definition of the construct designed by Guilford (1950). Although the author
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acknowledges the importance of various cognitive processes,
such as memory, comprehension, knowledge, assessment,
etc, he argues that the main feature of creative thinking is the
ability to do so in a different, original way, i.e., divergent
thinking. To this author, divergent thinking implies fluency
in terms of ideas (the number of ideas an individual poses
for the solution of a problem or matter); mental flexibility
(the number of angles from which they tackle a problem);
the originality of the ideas (how infrequent they are); and the
elaborateness (the number of unnecessary details used to
convey the idea).
In spite of the large variety of theoretical perspectives
and the measurement instruments of the creative thinking
construct, most of them have as a theoretical framework of
reference, the divergent thinking model designed by Guilford (1950). Thus, among the attempts to assess creativity,
from the most psychometric perspective or the objective
measurement of creativity, it is important to mention the
'Torrance' Test of Creative Thinking (TTCT; Torrance,
1974), a classical instrument, universally used and having
great impact on school environments -(Ferrando et al., 2007;
Prieto, López, Ferrándiz, & Bermejo, 2003; Zalcateco et al.,
2013), and which has also been used as a basis for the construction of new creativity measures (Sánchez, García, &
Valdés, 2009; Wechsler, 2004).
The research on generality vs. specificity of divergent
thinking carried out by Diakidoy & Spanoudis (2002), used
two different divergent thinking tests: the verbal TTCT and a
parallel one (designed by the authors and named 'History
creativity Test'); and it showed that creativity was not only
specific to each domain but also specific to each task. The
authors mentioned in their conclusions the possible effect
that test rating may have had on those results.
Previous research studies had already shown the problem
of the scope of the results in the TTCT: most of the research
works fail in finding the four main factors of the divergent
thinking (fluency, flexibility, originality and elaborateness).
To some authors, fluency, flexibility and originality are overlapping dimensions and there is no need to have three
scores, and above all, originality appears to be very affected
by fluency -(Chase, 1985; Dixon, 1979; Heausler & Thompson, 1988; Hocevar, 1979; Hocevar & Michael, 1979; Kim
2006; Kim, Cramond, & Bandalos, 2006; Runco & Marz,
1992; Treffinger, 1985). Other works -(Almeida et al., 2008;
Ferrando et al., 2007; Oliveira et al., 2009) have shown that
using a number of subtests from TTCT, the factorial structure is not arranged according to the dimensions, except for
elaborateness. The fluency, flexibility and originality dimensions do not come up as independent factors but they are
linked to the demands or the content specificity of each subtest.
Considering that the dimensions before mentioned (fluency, flexibility, originality and elaborateness) are the most
representative ones of the divergent thinking, there rises another debate about the best way to measure and assess such
dimensions. Runco (Runco & Mraz, 1992; Runco, Okuda &
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Thustone, 1987; Runco & Acar, 2012) y Mouchiroud &
Lubart (2001) have summarised some of the main 'problems'
associated to the assessment of the divergent thinking tasks.
Fluency appears as a converging factor: the scores for flexibility, originality and elaborateness depend, to a large extent,
on the number or responses (fluency). It is almost inevitable
for flexibility, or the ability to change focus, to be related to a
greater number of responses, but this is not necessarily true
for originality or elaborateness.
Different assessment procedures to approach these findings have been proposed. The alternatives are manifold: a)
calculating the mean originality dimension (adding the originality scores for each item and dividing that by the number
of responses given) (Hocevar & Michael, 1979; Runco &
Marz, 1992; Runco, Okuda, & Thurston. 1991; b) considering only the most original response (Zarnegar, Hocevas, &
Michael, 1998: c) analising only the first three responses
(Clark & Mirels, 1970); d) letting the assessed individual
choose their most original response and rating only this response (Michael & Wringht, 1989); e) rating only single responses, i.e., counting as original those which have appeared
only once within the group of participants, which implies assessing responses on the basis of the given sample (Runco,
Okuda, & Thurstone, 1987); f) considering the originality
score as the addition of uncommon responses [total response
number= fluency (common responses) - originality (uncommon responses)], (Hong & Milgram, 1991; Moran, Milgram, Sawyer, & Fu, 1983; Wallach & Kogan, 1965); g) it has
even been proposed the 'snapshot scoring method', whereby
each set of responses given by one person gets a holistic
score (Silvia, et al., 2008; Silvia, Martin, & Nusbaun, 2009).
This last method seems to be too restrictive, as it leaves aside
important information about the processes involved.
There have also been attempts to detach the influence of
fluency from the flexibility calculation. The authors have arrived at formulae which seek to give a creativity index which
takes into account both dimensions and the relation between
them -(Nakano & Primi, 2012; Snyder, Mitchell, Bossomaier,
& Pallier, 2004)). More recently, Primi et al., (2013), have
proposed to use residual scores obtained by regression as a
fluency measure, for predicting fluency taking flexibility as
the starting point.
The aim of our work is to study the specific vs general
aspects of the cognitive processes of divergent thinking (fluency, flexibility and originality) when these are linked to a
certain domain (verbal or figural), but which require little
specific knowledge. In the present study we use the confirmatory factor analysis technique with a view to verify the
structure underlying divergent thinking, seeking to use such
information for a discussion on the role of the cognitive processes and the task contents on the assessed creativity dimension.
In addition, we deal with different rating formulae for
the divergent thinking tests in order to prove whether the
factorial structure depends on the biases occurring in such
rating.
anales de psicología, 2017, vol. 33, nº 1 (january)
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Method
Participants
The subjects taking part in this research have been the
students from some state and private institutions from the
Murcia Region (Región de Murcia), aged between 8 and 15
(M = 10.12; SD = 1.57). The total number of participants
has been 260 (121, 46.5 % boys). The sample has covered
different school levels, in the following way: second stage of
Primary School (37.7 %); third stage of Primary School (50.4
%); first course of compulsory secondary school, ESO (Secondary School Compulsory), (8.8 %); and second course of
ESO (3.1 %). The attempt has been made to use a heterogeneous sample of students from the socio-cultural point of
view, selecting for that urban and city, state and private
schools.
Instruments
Creative Thinking Test (TTCT Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking, Torrance, 1974). The object of this test is to assess the
four fundamental dimensions of creativity: fluency, flexibility, originality and elaborateness. It contains a verbal and a
figural part (Torrance, 1974). In the present study, the third
subtest, that of the parallel lines contained in the figural
mode, has been used following the adjustment and fitting
guide designed by Prieto, Ferrándiz & Bermejo (2003). Previous studies have shown that the third subtest explains a
higher percentage of the variance (Almeida et al., 2008; Ferrando et al., 2007; Oliveira et al., 2009; Prieto et al., 2006).
The subtest task expects the student to compose different
structures using parallel lines (30 pairs of parallel lines are
shown to the child for them to draw with them as many different pictures as they can). Through this subtest, the four
dimensions of divergent thinking are calculated: fluency,
which is measured according to the number of responses
given by the child (the highest possible number of them being 30); flexibility, which is the variety of responses given, i.e.
the number of the different categories used (the highest possible number of them being 30); originality, which is assessed
in view of the newness and uniqueness of the responses given, using a 0-to-3 scale, from 'not original at all' to 'very original', (the highest possible score being 90); and finally, elaborateness, which is the amount of details which embellish and
improve the creative production. With our Spanish sample,
the reliability rate found for the parallel lines task of the Torrance Creative Thinking Test, using the two-halves procedure (Spearman-Brown), is between .93 for flexibility and .84
for originality (Prieto, et al., 2006). Besides, in another study,
the result was an inter-rater coefficient correlation mean of
two mixed effect factors and an absolute agreement .96 for
fluency, .92 for flexibility, .93 for originality and .60 for elaborateness (Sáinz, 2010). In our study, the result achieved was
a Cronbach alpha coefficient of .82 for the whole set of the
dimensions assessed with the parallel lines task.
anales de psicología, 2017, vol. 33, nº 1 (january)

Creative Imagination Test. The aim of this test is to assess
the classical dimensions of creativity. In the present study,
games 1, 2 and 3 from the verbal part of the test have been
used.
In game 1, looking at a situation shown in a given picture,
the child must write about all that might be taking place in it;
the test allows them to express their curiosity and speculative
attitude; and their capacity to go beyond the information given by the prompt when offering different options about
what may be happening in the scene. This task measures fluency (number of responses given) and flexibility (number of
categories the ideas posed fit into, each of which may do so
in more than one category).
Game 2 requires the child to think of different uses for an
object. This is an adaptation of the Guilford Test 'Uses for a
Brick'. This task is meant to assess the capacity to 'redefine'
problems; i.e., the capacity to find out uses, functions and
applications which are different from the usual ones; to
speed up mental processes and offer new interpretations or
meanings to familiar objects and give them some new use or
function. This task measures fluency, flexibility and originality (in this case, it is measured in relation to the infrequency
of occurrence of the category the response belongs to).
Game 3 presents students with unbelievable situations.
These vary according to the PIC version, and for instance, in
the PIC-N (for children aged between 8 and 12), the situation given is 'Imagine what would happen if all of a sudden every
squirrel turned into a dinosaur'. In all these tests, it is assessed the
capacity for fantasizing and the ability to handle unconventional ideas, which the individual would probably not be able
to express in more formal situations, such as openness and
receptivity in the face of new situations. This test measures
fluency, flexibility and originality.
The authors report an alpha coefficient of .83 for the
PIC-N and a .85 one for the PIC-J. In our study, games 1, 2
and 3 from PIC-N and PIC-J versions, have been used (depending on the age of the individuals involved), these make
up the narrative creativity and assess fluency, flexibility and
originality. According to our sample, the Cronbach alpha coefficient found for the set of tests 1, 2 and 3, is .80.
Procedure
Teachers and parents gave their authorization to carry
out this study. Students were informed about its objectives
and its confidentiality. The tests were applied on class groups
and during school time. The original instructions from the
tests handbooks (Artola, Ancillo, Mosteiro, & Barraca, 2004;
Torrance, 1974) were used, which enabled us to determine
the categories and specific scores for our sample. Special
emphasis was made to ensure the activity was in the nature
of a game, to prevent the restraint and anxiety inherent to
the conduction of cognitive assessment psychological tests.
The tests were assessed in two ways: a) following the criteria
given by the handbooks; and b) applying some rating formulae which permit to adjust collinearity; in particular, the re-
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sidual score designed by Primi et al. (2013) was used as the
fluency score, and for originality and elaborateness, the
arithmetic mean (score divided by the number of responses
given) was used.
Data Analysis
For the processing of the results the statistics programme
SPSS (Windows, version 20) was used. The analysis of their
factorial structure was carried out by means of the confirmatory factor analysis model, through the maximum likelihood
estimation method, using the AMOS 21 programme (Arbuckle, 2012). There were no missing data. The fit measures
used to verify the adequacy of the models to the data were
the following: statistical Chi-squared (χ2), PGFI (Parsimony
Adjusted Goodness-of-Fit Index), CFI (Comparative Fit Index), PCFI (Parsimony Adjusted Comparative Fit Index)
RMSEA (Root Mean Squared Error of Approximation), and
the ECVI (Expected Cross-Validation Index), taking as indexes the ones referred to in the literature (Brown, 2006;
Jackson, Gillaspy, & Purc-Stephenson, 2009; Macmann &
Barnett, 1994; Schreiber, Nora, Stage, Barlow, & King,
2006).

Results
Table 1 shows the descriptive statistics of our sample for the
scores of the creativity dimensions, assessed with both the

TTCT (fluency, flexibility, originality and elaborateness) and
the PIC (fluency, flexibility and originality).
Table 1. Descriptive statistics of variables from the TTCT and PIC.

Min. Max. Median S.D. Skewness Kurtosis
1.TTCT Fluency
2.TTCT Flexibility
3.TTCT Originality
4.TTCT Elaboration
5.PIC Fluency
6.PIC Flexibility
7.PIC Originality

12.04
9.00
19.80
10.09
41.12
17.63
15.96

5.58
3.89
10.37
6.24
19.83
6.25
10.97

0.11
-0.10
0.25
0.54
0.49
0.01
0.64

-0.48
-0.17
-0.43
-0.39
-0.34
-0.44
-0.38

Note: TTCT= Torrance Test of Creative Thinking (figurative versión-form A); PIC=
Prueba de Imaginación Creativa, verbal (Test of Creative Imagination, verbal part)

For the entire sample, as it can be seen on the table, taking the lowest and the highest dispersion measures of the
seven creativity scores, we can accept a good variability in
the participants results. The mean values are slightly below
the mean distribution value (especially the PIC originality
dimension). The asymmetry and kurtosis values render a
normal distribution for the results.
Table 2 shows the score correlation matrix obtained in
both creativity tests. Such correlations are between r= .002
(between the PIC residual fluency and the TTCT elaborateness dimensions) and up to r= .89 (between the TTCT originality and the TTCT fluency dimensions). Thus, in general
all correlations are positive, except for TTCT mean Elaborateness with the rest of the TTCT variables, and the PIC
mean originality with the rest of the PIC variables.

Table 2. Pearson Correlation Coefficients for the TTCT and PIC dimensions.
1
2
3
4
1.TTCT Fluency
2.TTCT Flexibility
.888**
3.TTCT Originality
.892**
.855**
4.TTCT Elaboration
.393**
.383**
.361**
5.TTCT Residual Fluency
.436**
-.027
.265**
.106
6.TTCT Average Originality
.225**
.318**
.532** .161**
7.TTCT Average Elaboration
-.255** -.209** -.231** .653**
8.PIC Fluency
.162**
.121
.153* .178**
9.PIC Flexibility
.157*
.167**
.154* .181**
10.PIC Originality
.153*
.162**
.164** .140*
11.PIC Residual Fluency
.056
-.017
.046
.052
12.PIC Average Originality
.076
.109
.082
-.035
Note: * p < .005 (bilateral); ** p < .001 (bilateral).

Additionally, the correlation intensity between the dimensions of the same test is strong, as in the case of the
TTCT variables to one another (fluency, flexibility and originality), except for elaborateness; and in the case of the PIC
dimensions to one another (fluency, flexibility and originality) which correlate with a medium-to-high intensity. However, correlations between the dimensions of both tests (TTCT
vs PIC) are low to medium-low, even when common dimensions are taken into account.
With a view to check the data organisation according to
the theoretical models proposed by the literature (general

0.00 25.00
0.00 18.00
0.00 46.00
0.00 26.00
0.00 96.00
0.00 33.00
0.00 44.00

5

-.132*
-.145*
.116
.014
.016
.155*
-.050

6

7

.089
.041 .076
.056 .094
.072 .087
-.005 .002
.047 -.028

8

9

10

11

.739**
.720**
.615**
-.008

.762**
-.077
.188**

.174**
.462**

-.232**

creativity vs specific creativity), two models were used: one
of them was based on the Guilford (1950) and Torrance
(1974) theories, whereby content domain is not as important
as the cognitive function, for which reason the 6 variables
(including the processes common to both tests and excluding
the TTCT elaborateness variable) were to be grouped by the
dimensions they measure according to the underlying cognitive processes (fluency, flexibility and originality); besides, a
second model was tried, which took task domain (verbal and
figural) into account. Picture 1 shows the proposed models.
In the confirmatory factor analysis for Confirmatory Factorial
anales de psicología, 2017, vol. 33, nº 1 (january)
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Analysis Model 1, a general latent variable, three second order

latent variables and seven observable variables were considered in the explanation of the students results in both tests.
For model 2, the TTCT and PIC variable scores were linked
to a specific factor (verbal or figural).
To confirm that this factorial structure was not the result
of an artifice due to the test rating method, it was chosen to
use the same two models, adjusting the collinearity with the
fluency variable (i.e., the direct scores from the fluency variables were replaced by the residual fluency variables obtained

through the linear regression, to predict fluency taking flexibility into account; and for the originality and elaborateness
variables, their averages were calculated).
The fit indexes for the four models used are shown on
Table 3. The analysis of these indicates that within model 1
there is a considerable difference in the fit when the direct
scores are considered (according to the handbook), or when
adjusted scores are used to prevent the fluency converging
effect, which is expected, given the variable collinearity. This
model did not adequately fit the data.

Table 3. Resume of tested models of study the structure of creativity.
Model 1:
General divergent thinking (direct scores)
General divergent thinking correcting for co-linearity
(Residual Fluency, Average Originality and Elaboration)
Model 2:
Specific divergent thinking
Specific divergent thinking correcting for co-linearity
(Residual Fluency, Average Originality and Elaboration)

2

df

2/df PGFI CFI

465

11

42.3

0.266

0.663 0.347 0.4

1.93

46.2

11

4.2

0.375

0.562 0.294 0.11

0.31

13.9

13

1.07

0.457

0.999 0.619 0.02

0.17

30.6

13

2.35

0.449

0.782 0.484 0.07

0.23

PCFI RMSEA

ECVI

Model 1. General divergent thinking (Fluid=Fluency; Fexi=Flexibility;
Model 2. Domain Specific divergent thinking (Crea. Verbal= Verbal Creativity;
Orig=Originality)
Crea Figur. = Figurative Creativity)
Figure 1. Schema of Factorial Models tested in this study. (TTCT= Torrance Test of Creative Thinking; PIC= Prueba de Imaginación Creativa, Test of
Creative Imagination).

Model 2, taking both the direct and the adjusted scores,
showed a better fit, which increased when collinearity was
not adjusted.
Having adjusted the variable collinearity, it was expected
to find model 1 the best-fitting one. The fact that even when
the influence of fluency was adjusted, model 1, the one in
which domains are the main feature still adjusted better (although fit was not perfect), shows us how important content
is in divergent thinking.
Table 2 shows the association indexes between latent and
observable variables, assuming also, due to the analysis requirements, a correlation between both variables o latent factors.

anales de psicología, 2017, vol. 33, nº 1 (january)

Discussion and Conclusions
Our study aimed to analyse the structure of the relationship
between the creativity cognitive dimensions by means of the
TTCT and PIC tests. Both of them assess fluency, flexibility
and originality dimensions (with TTCT also including the
elaborateness dimension) using different content tasks (figural and verbal, respectively). In this sense, regarding the correlation analysis, the coefficients showed to be higher when
dimensions of the same test were related, but they were low
between the scores for the same cognitive processes obtained with both tests. This result takes on even more meaning when considering that both tests have the same theoretical basis and both set out to assess creativity in a similar way.
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In this connection, the results suggest that the students production is more often determined by the task content than
by the cognitive operations, which agrees with other studies
in which the domain specificity of divergent thinking is assessed -(Diakidoy & Spanoudis, 2002); - (Garaigordobil &
Pérez, 2004; Han & Marvin, 2002; Runco, Dow & Smith,
2006). In this regard, some studies have shown the existence
of a task specificity within the same domain: for instance,
there is the case of individuals who are very creative in the
area of poetry but not so much when it comes to narrating
stories -(Baer, 1999). Another fact worth mentioning is the
TTCT strong relationship between fluency, flexibility and
originality, but not with elaborateness, which is in agreement
with results from the other studies and raises concern that
such a relationship may be due to an artifice caused by the
rating method. -(Chase, 1985; Mouchiroud & Lubart, 2001;
Runco & Acar, 2012; Silvia et al., 2008).
In this sense, fluency appears to be a converging factor:
flexibility, originality and elaborateness scores depend to a
large extent on the number of responses (fluency). It is almost inevitable to expect flexibility, or the ability to change
focus, to be linked to a larger number of responses, but this
is not necessarily true for elaborateness. This result pattern
has been found in our confirmatory factor analysis. The
three scores (fluency, flexibility and originality) are arranged
according to the test used and not according to the nature of
the cognitive processes assessed, not only in the case of the
direct variable model but also in the case of the one applying
the adjusted variables (to prevent collinearity effect with fluency). The results prove that the creative performance of the
students is largely conditioned by the figural or verbal content of the tasks given (TTCT and PIC, respectively). This
seems to be very relevant because also in the area of intelligence, some factorial methods point towards a cognitive ability structure taking into account the task verbal, numerical or
spacial-figural contents -(Beauducel, Brocke, & Liepmann,
2001; Lemos, Abad, Almeida, & Colom, 2013).
Following the same line of thought, it could be said that
the creativity assessment carried out through psychological
tests is also affected by the type of content applied in the
given tasks -(Almeida et al., 2008; Ferrándiz, Prieto, Ballester
& Bermejo, 2004; Ferrando et al., 2007). It should be noted
as well that in the light of our results, the TTCT elaborateness dimension appears to be relatively distict from fluency,
flexibility and originality. This fact is also pointed out by other TTCT studies indicating that elaborateness has lower
weight within the creative configuration assessed by the divergent thinking tests - (Clapham, 1998; Prieto et al., 2002).
These results are on a par with previous work using TTCT in
which elaborateness was left as a separate factor from fluency, flexibility and originality - (Ferrando et al., 2007; Oliveira
et al., 2009; Prieto et al., 2006). At the same time, for PIC, all
three dimensions (fluency, flexibility and originality) were
grouped as a single factor, repeating the results reached by
Artola y Barraca (2004).
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Figure 2. Confirmatory Factorial Analysis Model. (TTCT, Torrance Test of
Creative Thinking, TTCTFlu= Fluency; TTCTFlex =Flexibility;
TTCTOrg=Originality; TTCTElab=Elaboration) (PIC, Test of Creative
Imagination, PICFlu=Fluency; PICFlex=Flexibility; PICOrig=Originality).

The factorial structure of TTCT and PIC results suggest
a difference in the students performance, given more often
by the task content rather than by the cognitive processes
normally considered when assessing creativity (fluency, flexibility and originality). In this light, it can be stated that, having the same theoretical grounds, TTCT and PIC complement each other when assessing creativity in terms of the
figural and verbal content of the stimuli. The importance of
content in creativity assessment demands further study in the
future, taking for instance, a larger set of creativity tests and
samples of students from different school levels.
One of the main facts informed by the results obtained is
the one referring to the training of divergent thinking abilities. It is commonly accepted that certain techniques and activities improve the general creativity of individuals; however, if creativity is specific, there should be proposed activities
and materials specific to each domain, as transference from
one domain to another is not direct.
Among the main limitations of our study we must mention those related to the choice of the variables included in
the confirmatory factor analysis. In this respect, total scores
of task sets (tests) have been used as variable measures; and
in future studies, it would be necessary to include each variable measured by each PIC test specific task to verify the consistency of the results obtained.
Our work has verified the independence between the
verbal and figural domains of divergent thinking, although
the results open a debate on what determines such specificity: whether the mental processes involved or the expert
knowledge which is necessary to solve the domain tasks are
different. From our point of view, the tasks indicate a low
level of specific knowledge, and therefore, we could say that
what explains the difference is the way of thinking. It would
be necessary to continue extending the line of work intended
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to corroborate the importance of domain in cognition, expanding it to others, such as numerical, musical, social, etc.
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